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These organizations



What will we cover …

▪Perspectives on Donor Centricity
▪Science of Wellbeing, Identity and Love



Donor Centricity 1.0 – 1980s

‘Everything we know about how to build 
a good relationship as a parent or friend  

we can apply to fundraising.’



The Birth of Relationship Fundraising

“An approach to the marketing of a cause that centres on the 

unique and special relationship between a nonprofit and 

each supporter. Its overriding consideration is to care for and 

develop that bond and to do nothing that might damage or 

jeopardize it. Every activity is therefore geared toward 

making sure donors know they are important, valued, and 

considered, which has the effect of maximizing funds per 
donor in the long term.” 

Ken Burnett (1992)



What Matters?

▪ Saying thank you

▪ Responding within a reasonable time

▪ Taking the donation immediately

▪ Treating donors with respect

▪ Capturing data accurately

▪ Communicating appropriately

▪ Not swopping names



Donor Centricity 1.0

▪ And conduct donor surveys



Personalisation

Dear Adrian…

I remember the survey you returned to 

me a little while back. Thank you for 

that! In it, you told me that you 

preferred spending time with ‘any 

furry, friendly animals’. I imagine 

you really love dogs but not all are so 

lucky…
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Which do you prefer to spend time 

with?

− I love cats!

− I prefer time with dogs!

− Any furry, friendly animals

− Humans really

− It depends

− Other / comments



The Bequest Question
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Bequests left to <CHARITY> by people in their wills are of enormous 
benefit to our work to help <CAUSE>. Many people like to leave 
money in their will or trust to <CHARITY>. These wonderful donors 
are members of our “<CLUB NAME>”. Have you included a gift to 
<CHARITY> in your will?

1 Yes, I already have included <CHARITY> in my will 
2 I intend to include <CHARITY> when I make or revise my will 
3 I would consider this type of gift and would like more information 
4 I have a will and have mentioned other charities, but I have not 
included <CHARITY> 
5 I do not have a will 
6 I have written a will but not included a charity
7 It’s not something I’m interested in right now, thank you



Significant Gift Question
10

In a few months, <CHARITY> will be running a 

special campaign to <do this special thing>. <We will 

have a ‘private’ phase asking key supporters if they 

could pledge over $1,000 to match donations during 

the campaign>. Would you be able to consider 

making such a gift in 2017?

1. Yes, I’d like to consider a proposal in more detail

2. Maybe. It depends on when, and what campaign

3. Not within six months, but maybe a little later or next year

4. Not now, thank you

With thanks to Sean Triner



Donor Centricity 2.0 Early 2000s

▪Satisfaction
▪Commitment
▪Trust
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But what about commitment?
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BUT Satisfaction Commitment and Trust are 
Problematic

▪Drawn from the commercial sector – dominated by 
transactional relationships

▪Difficult to draw conclusions for strategy

▪Better predictors of giving intentions rather than 
behavioural loyalty



And 2.0 also got us all pronoun swopping



“Corporate" communications 

and "donor" communications 

are 180° different. 



Corporate communications are about 

how great the organization is. 

Favourite pronoun: 

we   





Donor communications are 

about how great 

the donor is. Favorite pronoun: 

you



Email subject line: You are amazing!

Dear John! 

Because of you, we reached our Summer Match Campaign 

fundraising goal. Thank you!! 



But WHO is the YOU?
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Donor Centricity 3.0: A New Approach

▪Identity
▪Wellbeing
▪Love



Who are your 
donors?

Personal 
Identity

Moral Identity

Relational Identity

Organizational 

Identity

Social (Category) 

Identity

Societal Identity



1.80%

1.20%

0.90%

1.10%

1.30%

1.50%

1.70%

1.90%

Message 
Matched 
Identity

One-size fits 
all

50% 
increase

Click-
through rate

• Emergency medicine physician
• Emergency room nurse
• Oncology RN
• Pediatric nurse practitioner
• Pediatric nursing
• Pediatrics
• Registered nurse

One-size fits 
all

Tailored to 
Match 
Identity



A Canadian Animal Charity

What are the top 
5 words that 
come to mind 
when you 
describe 
yourself?

What are the top 5 
words that come to 
mind when you 
describe yourself 
as a supporter?



A US Conservative Thinktank

What are the top 
5 words that 
come to mind 
when you 
describe 
yourself?

What are the top 
5 words that 
come to mind 
when you 
describe yourself 
as a supporter?



Talk to their sense of 

who they are



A US Conservative Think Tank

Control

Condition 1

Self 

Adjectives



A US Conservative Think Tank

Control

Condition 2

Supporter 

Adjectives



13.83%

19.67%

5.84%



13.83%

19.67%

5.84%

What 

changed? 

Just four 

words!



What are the top 5 words that come to mind 
when you describe yourself?

What are the top 5 words that come to mind 
when you describe yourself as a supporter?
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SELF WORDS

* KIND
* CARING
* INTELLIGENT
* CURIOUS
* THOUGHTFUL
* COMPASSIONATE
* CREATIVE

GENEROUS
* HONEST
* FRIENDLY
* HARD-WORKING
* SMART
* LOVING

LOYAL
* HELPFUL
* EMPATHETIC

FUNNY
MUSICAL

HAPPY
PASSIONATE

Be a beacon of creativity; shining from Chicago, across 

the USA and around the world

You can channel your curiosity and passion for the arts into your estate 

plans to help share the spectacle and splendor of the Lyric for 

generations to come.



So what identities are people articulating when they give to 

you … and what will you change to build wellbeing?



And What Would Make These Kinds of 
People Feel Good?

The Science of Wellbeing

▪ Connectedness 

▪ Autonomy 

▪ Competence

▪ Growth

▪ Purpose in Life

▪ Self acceptance
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−Who would your donors like to be connected with?

−Do your communications foster that connection?

−Do your communications make donors feel like they are competent in 

articulating their love for others?

−Do they build a sense of autonomy?



Use the findings to test the best way to increase giving 

while making people feel better

Please tick any of the statements below that are true for you

[] Yes, giving is a vital part of what being a XXX supporter means to 

me

[] Yes, I care passionately about the work of XXX charity

I want to give: 

<£XX>

<£XX>

<£XX>

Or my preferred gift of £



Total 

Number of 

Donations

Total 

Donation per 

Condition

Difference between the 

testing conditions and the 

control condition

Condition 1:

Commitment 

+ Identity 

Importance

517 £32,840.00 £17,698.80

Condition 2:

Commitment

551 £30,797.00 £15,655.80

Condition 3: 

Identity

Importance

606 £29,846.79 £14,705.59

Condition 4:

No questions

288 £15,141.20

Benefit from doing one experiment for this 

research

£48.060.19

Total 

Number of 

Donations

Total 

Donation per 

Condition

Difference between the 

testing conditions and the 

control condition

Condition 1:

Commitment 

+ Identity 

Importance

517 £32,840.00 £17,698.80

Condition 2:

Commitment

551 £30,797.00 £15,655.80

Condition 3: 

Identity

Importance

606 £29,846.79 £14,705.59

Condition 4:

No questions

288 £15,141.20

Benefit from doing one experiment for this 

research

£48.060.19





Response Rate

102%
61%

51%



Average Donation









And Finally – Are you talking enough about … LOVE

Your donation can …

Your gift can …

Thanks to your gift of

Thanks to your support

The language of MONEY
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The starting point of 

every donor relationship

“Is this 

all I am 

to you?”



Help 2x the Maryland Families This 

 

On this worldwide day of giving, every $1 you give will be matched, dollar 
for dollar, thanks to a $50,000 matching grant from a generous donor. That 
means every $1 you give will help provide 6 nutritious meals at a time when 
Maryland families need help more than ever. 

Thank you for remembering your neighbors hit hardest by the effects of the 
pandemic. 
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APPEAL EMAIL

A sick child in Yemen needs you

You can make a lifesaving 
difference right now for Walid and 
his family. Be the hope they have 
been waiting for.

Send your love to a sick child in Yemen

You can make a lifesaving difference 
right now for Walid and his family. Be 
the hope they have been waiting for.



After Phil PsychBefore Phil Psych



Love Can Double Giving !!!!

Who knew …?



Donor Centricity 3.0

oIdentity

oWellbeing

oLove



Upcoming Online Courses

−Certificate in Philanthropic Psychology - 40 hours of learning over 8 weeks

−Certificate in Fundraising Copywriting - 20 hours of learning over 4 weeks

−Find out more at www.philanthropy-institute.org.uk

http://www.philanthropy-institute.org.uk/

